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Visual-spatial Intelligence 
Patterning awakens children to see the beauty         
and structure of abstract mathematical concepts.

 Observing patterns-linear and geometric
 Making patterns with common objects and toys



Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence 
Body movement awakens children to internalize 
shapes and quantity.

 Tracing shapes/patterns-linear and geometric
 Hopscotch counting
 Weighing
 Measuring



Musical Intelligence 
Rhythmic movement awakens a child to feel the 
beauty & structure of repeated phrasing & 
patterns.

 Repeating  rhythms-voice and instrument
 Clapping and counting to music



Intrapersonal Intelligence
Exposing a child to the beauty of shape, line, color 
and symmetry awakens a child’s ability to see the 
splendor of mathematical theories.

 Observing and discussing the beauty of nature’s 
color, line, shape and symmetry

 Discussing and re-creating patterns with objects in 
nature and common objects

 Children given time and materials to create their 
own beauty using color, line, shape and symmetry



Verbal-linguistic Intelligence & 
Naturalist Intelligence

Sorting & classifying develops logical thinking 
and language skills. Discussing and 
experimenting with the topics of…

 Hard verses Soft
 Sink or Float-wood or plastic

 Shapes in nature and symmetry 
 Sizes-comparing like objects

 Designs- in nature and man-created

 Materials- describing their attributes



Logical-Mathematical Intelligence 
Counting gives the children an opportunity to 
develop skill with the counting sequence.

 Forward, backward, & counting on using concrete objects  
to strengthen one to one ratio

 in the car
 on a walk
 up/down the stairs
 setting the table/kitchen objects
 buttons/snaps on clothing
 toys/ personal trinkets

All these activities nurture the brain 
to prepare them for gaining a strong number concept…



 Concrete- using actual objects to touch, move 
and configure

 Symbolic- correlating a quantity with an actual 
symbol

 Abstract- using common algorithms to solve 
mathematical problems



Success in mathematics involves using a variety 
of the different intelligences.

 Develops an acute understanding of the 
basics of mathematics.

 Rich experiences determine
their long-term passion for 
math.



 Ability to understand deeply what the quantities 
of 1-10 represent.

 Internalizing and visualizing the possible 
arrangements and combinations for each of the 
quantities 1-10.

 Written symbols can interfere with the 
development of these concepts. 

Concrete/Symbolic



Activities to discover and internalize possible arrangements and combinations  for each 
number. 

Toothpick pictures-Visual-spatial Intelligence

Dry beans/candy creations-Intrapersonal Intelligence

Blocks-Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence

Shell pictures-Naturalistic Intelligence

Whale game/snack time-Interpersonal Intelligence

Pattern block animal stories-Verbal-linguistic Intelligence

Clapping patterns-Musical Intelligence

Hopscotch counting-Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence



Goal #1 is to identify “3” in many possible 
combinations/arrangements immediately.
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Goal #2 is to recognize combinations that make 
up that number. 
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Goal #3 is to know what amount is missing from 
a particular number.  



a child who has a keen mastery over number 
concept & the foundational quantities of math,

which breeds in a child a sense of 
accomplishment and a feeling of success,

and then finally, instills in a child an 
ability to see beauty in math resulting 
in a love & passion for mathematics.
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